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Thanksgiving Break Excuse

Dear Mrs. Johnson,

I will be unable to do the Thanksgiving break assignment because I will be too busy Preposition the break.

First, I have to go turkey hunting with my Family member . If we don't catch one, then our family will have

to eat fried baloney Type of food for the holiday instead. I will have to wake up very early and find my

camouflage Article of clothing before we leave the house. It is supposed to be cold, close to negative

Number degrees, so you can see why I can't bring my assignment with me during the trip.

Then when we finally Present tense verb the turkey, I promised my little sister that I would help her learn to

play Musical instrument . Learning to play the Musical instrument is a family holiday tradition; I would

be betraying my family if I did not help my sister learn.



When the Thanksgiving dinner if finally ready, I will be Adverb busy eating to do my assignment, and

afterwards I will be too full to Present tense verb . I plan on gorging myself with Adjective wild

turkey, creamy mashed potatoes, buttery hot rolls, green bean casserole and Number kinds of pie. You

can easily see how homework will be impossible Thursday night.

As for the rest of the weekend, I will be shopping for the Event with my mother. It is our tradition to

wake up very early Friday morning and go to at least Number stores Preposition our shopping trip.

I volunteer to read holiday stories to the local orphans Preposition the weekends, so if I don't go shopping

over Thanksgiving break, I won't have another chance. If I have to stay home to do this assignment, I will break

my mother's Human organ and won't be able to read stories to the Adjective orphans.

As



you can see, it will be impossible for me to do your assignment this Thanksgiving break. Plus think of the

advantage of not assigning it; you could spend the whole break not worrying Preposition all the students

who will forget to do the work. Not assigning this Noun would really benefit you the most.

Thank you for understanding,

Your Adjective Student

.
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